Elements of business vocabulary

1. estimating sales
2. comparing trends
3. analyzing statistical data
4. delegating responsibilities
5. discussing financial charts & graphs
6. negotiating a contract
7. closing a deal
8. discussing alternatives
9. building trust
10. dealing with many responsibilities
11. discussing alternatives
12. building trust
13. discussing alternatives
1 analyzing statistical data
2 closing a deal
3 discussing alternatives
4 doing quality assessment
5 estimating sales
6 discussing financial charts and graphs
7 comparing trends
8 negotiating a contract
9 dealing with many responsibilities
10 pulling together
11 building trust
12 developing a strategy
13 delegating responsibilities

Discussion Questions

1 Give an example of when you discuss alternatives in your daily life.

2 What kinds of responsibilities do you deal with?

3 Does anyone in your family delegate responsibilities. Who and what responsibilities?

4 Can you estimate sales for an upcoming product ( new Iphones, electric cars etc.)?

5 When do you and your friends pull together?

6 What kind of data do you like or dislike analyzing? Explain.

7 Have you developed a strategy for you career path or future life?